
FOCUS SHEET - Name  ___________________________________

Chapter V:  India's First Empires (pages 108-121)

Hinduism & Buddhism are two major world religions that were vital to the development of Indian
culture.  They came to have great influence on government and social issues as well.  This
influence extended to art and architecture in India and beyond.  Be thinking about how these
religions influenced life in India.  Also:  How did the Mauryan and Gupta Empires affect India?

Vocabulary Words, People, Places and Key Points:

L1 The Origins of Hindu India p. 108

Social Class in Ancient India

Life in ancient India centered on the                    as the most important unit in society. Additionally,
social structure in India came to reflect _________                ideals.                                emerged 
that have lasted even to the present in India today.

Four Varnas

Aryans in India viewed society as being made up of four groups.  The word "VARNA" means color
or class, but it did not refer to skin color.  Four groups:

1 Brahmins -   

2 Kshatriyas -

3 Vaishas - 

4 Sudras - The Sudras were to                   the other classes.

These groupings came to be known as the "               " System, and was the way people were

ordered or ranked in Indian society.  A person's                                            determines their

Caste and everything about their lives:                                    ,                                         ,

                             .  There are many                      , or ranks within each caste.  Those of the 

                   castes were thought to be                                than the lower castes.  The

lowest group of all were not even considered to be in the Caste System.  These were known as 

                                  . They were considered to be                                and could
not associate with others in society.  Today's term for this is "                    ". (the oppressed)
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Hindu Teachings:

Vedas - ("                 ") collections of                  , poems and                         that were 
passed down                      for centuries

Atman - one's soul or                       - who strives to be one with                     (Creator god)

bhakti -   loyal                       

reincarnation -   "                          "  - a repeated cycle of birth,               , death and  _________       

karma -  belief that a person's                      have                            and will determine the
person's                                  in future lives - it is related to       _________          

dharma"                                                            "-  it establishes what is right for the Hindus
and each one's                               differ according to their status

Hindu Belief:  nothing is by                       or _                    -all is a result of past  _______               

Bhagavad Gita:   the most                             Hindu teaching - it is in                      form about a 
warrior, ARJUNA, who learns                                 from the god  ____________                  
on the eve of a great _________________                          
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